
Fig. 4. Ceramic bowls. 

No. Locus Basket Description 

1 115 1034/4 Pink clay, small brown and white inclusions, brown glaze with yellow strips   

2 108 1006/2 Pink clay, small black and white inclusions, lead glaze over green and yellow 

3 108 1010/3 Well-levigated pink clay, white inclusions, lead glaze over green and yellow 

with sgraffito on int. and brown ext.  

4 108 1019 Brown clay, black and white inclusions, yellow and green glaze 

5 106 1008 Brown clay, small white inclusions, green glaze with sgraffito 

6 108 1006/3 Brown clay, white and brown inclusions, beige glaze, yellow and green 

decoration with sgraffito  

7 106 1005 Brown clay, small white inclusions, olive-green glaze 

8 108 1006/4 Soft paste, blue and white decoration under alkalic glaze  

9 108 1010/2 Buff clay with blue and white porcelain-like glaze   

10 107 1031 Brown clay, numerous large white inclusions, fired to a buff hue, clear wheel 

marks 

11 115 1034/1 Brown clay, white inclusions of various sizes 

 

Fig. 5 Pottery. 

No. Vessel Locus Basket Description 

1 Casserole 106 1010/1 Gray clay, black core, straw marks 

2 Casserole 106 1007 Brown clay, fired to a buff hue, white and brown inclusions 

3 Cooking pot  

(handle) 

108 1010/4 Dark gray clay, numerous mica inclusions, decorated with 

incised lines and dots 

4 Cooking pot 108 1006/1 Grayish clay, mica inclusions  

5 Jar 110 1029/1 Brown clay, fired to grayish hue, large white inclusions 

6 Jar 115 1034/3 Brown clay, brown and white inclusions  

7 Jar 115 1034/2 Brown clay, fired to buff hue, large white inclusions  

8 Jug 107 1009 Brown clay, fired to buff hue, white inclusions of various sizes 

9 Jug (handle) 

 

114 1010/1 Buff clay, small black and white inclusions, lead glaze over 

green paint 

10 Jug 107 1022/3 Soft paste, blue and white decoration under lead glaze 

11 Strainer 114 1032/1 Buff clay, brown inclusions of various sizes  

 


